Various applications of direct PCR using blood samples.
Samples of blood or other animal fluids contain a variety of substances that inhibit the polymerase chain reaction (PCR), meaning that isolation of DNA, involving multiple labor-intensive steps, is generally necessary prior to PCR. We have developed a novel reagent cocktail that effectively suppresses these inhibitory substances. Using this reagent cocktail, DNA from various targets can be efficiently amplified directly from various forms of blood samples without DNA isolation. 1. DNA sequences within the beta-globin gene could be amplified directly from human blood samples treated with various anticoagulants. Either fresh blood or blood samples stored frozen for up to 4 years could be used for PCR. 2. DNA sequences of up to 2056 bp within the beta-globin gene could be amplified directly from human blood samples. 3. Human chromosomal and mitochondrial DNA from different individuals could be amplified directly from blood samples. 4. Low titers of hepatitis B virus could be amplified directly from human blood samples. 5. DNA could be amplified directly from various target sequences using dried blood in a PCR tube or on a filter paper. 6. Transgenes could be detected directly in blood samples from transgenic mice.